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Abstract:
Digital manufacturing increases production
efficiency and reduces production costs, but
also increases the system complexity.
Condition monitoring of electromechanical
systems is a vital component of digital
manufacturing. It saves cost by enhancing the
smooth running of machines; preventing
catastrophic breakdown and unwanted
maintenance schedules. For these reasons
sensors are attached to the critical
components of a machine to gather relevant
information/data about its states. This project
presents a system called the Virtual Engineer
(TVE), which takes vibration sensor as input
and the Kurtosis of the vibration signal as
features, and use machine learning based
method to evaluate the health state of the
system.

Using this approach, over a period of thirty-six
months, 92.3% of the developed faults have
been successfully identified.

Introduction:

The dairy industry is generally regarded as
low tech with low profit margins. They operate
under difficult operating conditions as;
• Farmers want the best price for the milk
• Supermarkets want deliveries in quantity

and on time, to be sold at low prices.
A typical milk filling machine costs £2mil and a
serious breakdown costs the company
£400,000 per day through
• Labour, material, cost of lost production.
• Breach of supermarket contracts
In this tough environment, production is the
prime driver and maintenance actions are a
distant second. This makes implementing
condition monitoring incredibly challenging,
especially when staff fear job losses.

Approach:
Multiple one class SVMs are trained on
artificially healthy datasets for each sensor
(1st phase). Another one class SVM is trained
on their outputs to provide overall machine
health

Experimental Set-up:
Vibration sensors on critical components such
as main bearing and gearbox (see image
below).

Result and Analysis:
Site 1 Filler 4 – Capper Gearbox – Fault was
‘managed’ during the Christmas period but
worsened before replacement in March

• Chad Filler 2 – Main Bearing

Site 2 Filler 2 – Main Bearing – Fault first
appeared in February and allowed enough
time for a new bearing to be delivered without
impacting on production targets

Conclusion:
• Over a period of 36 months 92.3% of the

developed faults were successfully
identified.

• Saved Stork over £33million in terms of
labour, repairs and lost production

Decision Making
The University of Nottingham developed
algorithms to assist engineers on site,
implementing an adaptable and versatile
case base reasoning system.
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“The Virtual Engineer won’t cut jobs – far from
it, it will help to streamline the work of our
engineers, allowing them to undertake more
site visit and to keep more machines running,
saving companies money and preventing
further waste in this global food crisis” Luke
Axel-Berg, Sales Director, Stork Food and
Dairy System

Case Base Reasoning Retrieval

Customer Interface:
Britpip developed the management system
incorporating and interfacing all the modules
developed as well as the graphical user
interface, to the customer requirements.

Literature Review:
Very few papers show condition monitoring
in real production environments. The
majority are in high tech sectors such energy
where safety is critical and component
specifications, needed for frequency
analysis, are readily available. Neuro-fuzzy
methods have been applied to vibration
signals from food/beverage machines with
some success, which suggests our approach
is sound.


